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Abstract. The DEMETER (Detection of Electro-Magnetic

Emissions Transmitted from Earthquake Regions) spacecraft

detects short bursts of lightning-induced electron precipi-

tation (LEP) simultaneously with newly injected upgoing

whistlers. The LEP occurs within < 1 s of the causative light-

ning discharge. First in situ observations of the size and lo-

cation of the region affected by the LEP precipitation are

presented on the basis of a statistical study made over Eu-

rope using the DEMETER energetic particle detector, wave

electric field experiment, and networks of lightning detec-

tion (Météorage, the UK Met Office Arrival Time Difference

network (ATDnet), and the World Wide Lightning Location

Network (WWLLN)). The LEP is shown to occur signifi-

cantly north of the initial lightning and extends over some

1000 km on each side of the longitude of the lightning. In

agreement with models of electron interaction with obliquely

propagating lightning-generated whistlers, the distance from

the LEP to the lightning decreases as lightning proceed to

higher latitudes.

Keywords. Ionosphere (particle precipitation; wave–

particle interactions) – meteorology and atmospheric

dynamics (lightning)

1 Introduction

Cyclotron-resonant loss of trapped electrons via scattering

by lightning whistler waves was first indirectly evidenced

as whistler-associated perturbations of subionospheric very

low-frequency (VLF) signals (Helliwell et al., 1973) and

then directly detected (Voss et al., 1984, 1998) as lightning-

induced electron precipitation bursts associated with ducted

whistlers.

In a subsequent study, Inan et al. (2007) show that large

regions of enhanced background precipitation are produced

and maintained by high rates of lightning within a localized

thunderstorm.

Analysis of the DEMETER (Detection of Electro-

Magnetic Emissions Transmitted from Earthquake Regions)

spacecraft particle data showed that energetic electron pre-

cipitation exhibits a seasonal dependence consistent with

lightning-induced electron precipitation. Over the United

States, energetic electron fluxes in the slot region (between

L= 2 and 3) are significantly higher in the northern summer

than in the winter, consistent with the seasonal variation of

lightning activity in the Northern Hemisphere (Gemelos et

al., 2009)

According to the model by Abel and Thorne (1998), elec-

tron scattering near the peak of the inner zone, L= 1.65,

is dominated by VLF transmitter waves. At L= 2.4, diffu-

sion by the lightning-generated (4.5 kHz) waves provides the

dominant scattering process near the loss cone. By L= 3.2,

cyclotron resonance interactions with plasmaspheric hiss can

occur, and these naturally generated waves provide the dom-

inant scattering loss process throughout the outer portion of

the slot region (Abel and Thorne, 1998; Lyons et al., 1972).

Despite wave propagation models showing the expected

location of the lightning-induced electron precipitation

(LEP) events relative to the location of the lightning (Lauben

et al., 1999, 2001), no direct statistical study to experimen-

tally determine the exact relative location of the two phe-

nomena made it possible. The DEMETER spacecraft and

ground-based lightning networks are used to infer such a
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Figure 1. Geographical distribution of the electron integral flux be-

tween 90 and 200 keV at 700 km at pitch angles close to 90◦. The

region selected over Europe to study the relationship between LEP

and lightning is indicated by a black box. At the highest latitudes the

large fluxes signal the outer radiation belt. Generally, the satellite

does not deliver data at magnetic latitudes higher than 65◦. How-

ever, in several cases coordinated studies have been performed with

ground-based auroral observatories. The corresponding passes can

be seen over Scandinavia, Greenland, and Alaska, as well as over

the conjugate regions. The region of high fluxes located around lat-

itudes of 55◦ at a longitude of −180◦ corresponds to the slot. The

European region at latitudes lower than those of Scandinavia shows

a weak background due to the fact that quasi-trapped electrons pre-

cipitate inside the South Atlantic anomaly. The faint electron fluxes

over southern Australia extending eastward are the signature of the

effect of the North West Cape (NWC) VLF transmitter.

distribution. The region from L= 2 to 3 was selected. Eu-

rope appears to be a region where the electron flux back-

ground is weak at 700 km altitude due to the presence of

the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) west of it, as shown in

Fig. 1, which gives the distribution of electron integral flux

in the energy range 90–200 keV averaged over 2008 and

2009. Furthermore, several lightning networks are available

in Europe, so the study presented here focuses on this re-

gion. The DEMETER energy range from 90 to 200 keV is

well adapted to study the resonant interaction of radiation

belt electrons with VLF waves in the frequency range from

4 to 10 kHz at L values around 2.5 (see Koons et al., 1981).

Lightning instances and locations, detected by ground-based

lightning detection networks, have been precisely determined

as a source of electron precipitation, and for the first time,

we have established, statistically and on a case-by-case ba-

sis, the position of electron precipitation events caused by

lightning-generated whistlers. LEP events can occur over a

range of several to 1500 km north of the causative lightning

and spread westward and eastward over 1000 km. Further-

more, in good agreement with numerical simulations, this

analysis clearly shows the tendency for electron precipitation

bursts to be closer to the causative lightning with increasing

latitude. Note that the direct method used here is comple-

mentary to the measurements of subionospheric VLF signals

at multiple sites used to assess the spatial distribution and oc-

currence of ionospheric disturbances (Trimpi events) associ-

ated with lightning-induced electron precipitation (Helliwell

et al., 1973; Inan et al., 1990).

2 Data

DEMETER was in a 700 km altitude, polar and circular

sun-synchronous orbit (Parrot, 2006). The DEMETER data

used for this paper come from two different instruments:

(1) the Instrument for Detection of Particles (IDP) (Sauvaud

et al., 2006), measuring energetic electron fluxes with a 1

and 4 s time resolution for burst and survey mode, respec-

tively, and in the energy range of 72.9 keV to 2.35 MeV

in 256 steps with a 17.8 keV energy resolution and (2) the

Electric Field Instrument (ICE), measuring electromagnetic

fields up to 20 kHz in burst mode (Berthelier et al., 2006).

The lightning position, timing, and peak current, when avail-

able, are provided by the following ground-based light-

ning detection networks: the World Wide Lightning Loca-

tion Network (WWLLN; USA), South Africa Weather Ser-

vice (SAWS), European Cooperation for Lightning Detec-

tion (EUCLID)–Météorage (EU), and Arrival Time Differ-

ence network (ATDnet; UK). ATDnet data were available for

2004 to 2011, whereas EUCLID–Météorage data were avail-

able for 2007 to 2008. WWLLN data have an average res-

olution over Europe; this led us to generally prefer the lo-

cal ATDnet database for reported cases. However, ATDnet

data do not provide intensity and polarity lightning features;

therefore, we determined causative lightning peak currents

from the EUCLID–Météorage database for cases reported for

2007 to 2008.

3 Observations

DEMETER data were used to search for LEP bursts over Eu-

rope for the entire mission period, i.e., from 2004 to 2010.

Such an example of short bursts of electron fluxes up to

200 keV, detected on 9 October 2007, is displayed in Fig. 2a

in the IDP data (first and third panel from the top), with

strong whistlers in ICE data (second panel from the top) as-

sociated with strong lightning peak intensity (fourth panel

from the top). Figure 2b shows the simultaneous position of

lightning and the satellite. High-frequency lightning thunder-

storms are present during that day, with 148 lightning strokes

between 20:48:00 and 20:49:30 UT. Two active cells trigger

electron precipitation over Germany, with one located off-

shore of Corsica, the other in southern Italy. This precipita-

tion of electrons presents flux enhancements over a wide en-

ergy range in IDP spectra and a clear peak in integral fluxes

(90.7 to 250.9 keV), while ICE spectra shows intense 0+

whistlers. The electromagnetic wave emitted by lightning is

called a radio atmospheric, or sferic for short. The energy of a

sferic is primarily concentrated in the VLF band. A sferic can

propagate over long distances through the waveguide formed
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Figure 2. Several LEPs corresponding to an intense storm activity over the Mediterranean region on 6 October 2007. Panel (a): from top to

bottom: integral electron energy flux from 90 to 250 keV; wave-frequency–time spectrogram between 0 and 20 kHz; energy–time electron

spectrogram from 100 to 200 keV; lightning peak currents from Météorage. Panel (b): location of intense lightning activity (red crosses) and

the trajectory of the spacecraft (grey) when LEPs are detected.

between the Earth and the ionosphere. A small fraction of

the sferic energy escapes the waveguide and travels in the

whistler mode, and the resulting waves are called whistlers.

The initial upgoing wave is specifically termed a 0+ whistler

to signify that it has crossed the equator zero times and

is propagating up into the magnetosphere. The LEP burst

detected at 20:49:08 UT is associated with an intense 0+

whistler and very intense causative lightning strokes, with

a maximum at −167.3 kA. Lightning peak currents high-

light the role of CG− (cloud-to-ground) lightning strokes

in trigger-generated whistler electron precipitation. There is

quite a large difference between the spacecraft latitude and

that of the causative lightning. This is a general rule and, for

example, two similar burst of electrons were recorded on-

board the DEMETER satellite over Germany on 2 Septem-

ber 2005, triggered by several CG− lightning flashes for one

and by CG+ lightning for the other burst, located in northern

Italy (Inan et al., 2007). Sometimes, indeed, an LEP burst de-

tected onboard the DEMETER satellite was associated with

a sprite, as on 17 November 2006 when 17 sprites were ob-

served that day, all associated with CG+ lightning (Parrot et

al., 2013).

In order for the DEMETER data to be selected as a cor-

related LEP and lightning event, the following set of strict

criteria had to be fulfilled simultaneously:

– DEMETER had to be located between 35 and 55◦ lati-

tude and −20 to 40◦ longitude, and thunderstorms had

www.ann-geophys.net/34/157/2016/ Ann. Geophys., 34, 157–164, 2016
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Figure 3. Locations of lightning (red crosses) and the associated satellite coordinates corresponding to the detection of LEPs (grey dots).

to be active within this region at this time, in order to

rely on detailed ATDnet and Météorage lightning data.

– The electron fluxes observed onboard DEMETER have

to display short bursts in the energy range between 90

and 200 keV. An integral electron flux between 90 and

250 keV (where cyclotron resonance between electrons

and Whistlers in the 5 kHz range is expected), which

is greater than 50–60 e− cm−2 s−1 sr−1 (well above the

background) and short or occasionally of several sec-

onds’ duration, accounts for an LEP event.

– On board DEMETER, the time occurrence of the elec-

tron burst (minimum recorded duration of 1 s in burst

mode) has to follow the time occurrence of whistlers

within 0.6 s (see Peter and Inan, 2004).

– The time occurrence of the whistlers observed on board

DEMETER must coincide with lightning detected on

ground (parent lightning) within 0.2 s, given the fact that

lightning propagates at the speed of light. Note that the

time resolution for the wave measurements is 0.2 s.

– The latitude of the parent lightning must not differ by

more than 15◦ from that of the spacecraft in order to

reject non-correlated impulsive events.

Note that a 0.4–0.6 s time delay represents the expected

duration between the lightning-generated whistler and the

interaction with radiation belt electrons, which precipitate

into the ionosphere (Peter and Inan, 2004). LEP events, in

which several distant and simultaneous thunderstorms and

the causative lightning position could not be clearly deter-

mined, have been excluded.

By using this methodology, we found 60 clear DEMETER

observations of electron precipitation events related to light-

ning over Europe (Fig. 3). Considering the large number of

LEPs at times characterized via subionospheric VLF signal

perturbations (e.g., 80 and 81 LEPs for two 4 h periods; Pe-

ter and Inan, 2004), the number of events presented here is

relatively small. This is mostly due to the strict rules used

during the selection process and the limitation of the IDP,

which cannot detect energies lower than 90 keV. All LEP

events are located between 40 and 60◦ latitude, which corre-

sponds to 1.5 <L< 3. Associated lightning is always located

at a lower latitude. The LEP distribution is in overall good

agreement with the results of previous numerical simulations

by Abel and Thorne (1998), showing that LEP represents the

primary radiation belt electron loss process at L< 2.5. Fig-

ure 4 shows the seasonal climatology of these events (black)

and the seasonal climatology normalized by the instances of

lightning occurring in the LEP-generated lightning domain

(grey). The seasons are defined as the meteorological sea-

sons in the Northern Hemisphere. Regarding the seasonal cli-

matology, there is a greater occurrence of LEP during sum-

mer and autumn than during the rest of the year. However,

the normalized climatology presents a greater occurrence of

these events during winter than summer. It means that even if

more lightning occurs over land during summer, more LEP

events are detected during winter inside the region of inter-

est. This is probably due to the fact that LEPs over Europe

are mostly initiated by lightning occurring over the Mediter-

ranean, which has been shown to be more frequent during

winter (Anderson and Klugmann, 2014). Furthermore, LEPs

generated by lightning over land may occur atL≈ 3 and then

may be undetected inside the outer radiation belt electron

background fluxes.

Lightning–satellite latitudinal and longitudinal distances

relative to the parent lightning are shown in Fig. 5. Spa-

tial distributions account for a longitudinal distribution that

is slightly biased to the east from the lightning position,

whereas the latitudinal distribution is directly north of the

lightning position. Note that a 100 keV electron only drifts

at a rate of 1◦min−1 at L= 2, which preclude an eastward

drift as a possible explanation for the eastward displace-

ment. Thus, this means that the LEPs detected by DEME-

TER tend to be located to the northeast of thunderstorms.

The events presented here clearly show that LEPs occur only
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Figure 4. Seasonal distribution (black) and seasonal normalized

distribution (grey) of the detected lightning–LEP events. The sea-

sonal distribution has been normalized by the seasonal total number

of lightning flashes occurring over the domain and scaled according

to the winter season.

Figure 5. Spatial distribution of the latitudinal and longitudinal

lightning–satellite distance with latitudinal and longitudinal his-

tograms.

north of the storm, with a lightning–satellite mean distance of

1014.6± 378.5 km, a satellite mean latitude of 51.3± 2.6◦,

and a lightning mean latitude of 43.6± 4.0◦. Note that the

distance between the lightning and the satellite is calculated

at a 100 km altitude along the great circle between the satel-

lite geomagnetic footprint and the lightning coordinates.

Figure 6a gives the lightning latitude as a function of the

lightning–satellite distance. Note that lightning–satellite dis-

tances are greater at lower than at higher latitudes. The solid

line gives the best fit, while 1σ and 2σ confidence levels

Figure 6. Panel (a): lightning latitude (deg) vs. lightning–satellite

distance (km). Panel (b): lightning latitude (deg) vs. latitudinal

lightning–satellite distance (km). The solid line represents the lin-

ear regression, the dashed line the confidence limits at ±1σ (68%),

and the dash-dot line the confidence limits at ±2σ (95%).

are displayed by dashed and dot-dashed lines, respectively.

There is a general trend for the distance between the light-

ning and the LEP to increase for low latitudes of lightning.

However, the experimental points are dispersed and the cor-

relation coefficient r2 is only 0.309. Figure 6b presents the

lightning latitude as a function of the lightning–LEP latitudi-

nal distance, i.e., the longitudinal displacement is not taken

into account. In Fig. 6b, the correlation coefficient r2 in-

creases to 0.598, showing that the difference of latitude be-

tween lightning and satellite is quite well correlated with the

www.ann-geophys.net/34/157/2016/ Ann. Geophys., 34, 157–164, 2016
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Figure 7. LEP over Europe associated with an active storm in the geographical conjugate area on 6 April 2008. From top to bottom:

integral electron energy flux from 90 to 250 keV; wave-frequency–time spectrogram between 0 and 20 kHz (the arrows indicate four intense

whistlers); energy–time electron spectrogram from 100 to 200 keV; lightning occurrences from ATDnet; lightning occurrences from SAWS.

The map shows the trajectory of the spacecraft (grey) when LEP are detected.

Figure 8. High-resolution ICE data VLF spectrogram up to 10 kHz at the time of the three simultaneous lightning strokes and the associated

whistler (1) in Fig. 7. The vertical and horizontal dashed lines correspond to the time and the frequency difference, respectively, used to

compute the dispersion parameter D0 of the whistler (see text).

Ann. Geophys., 34, 157–164, 2016 www.ann-geophys.net/34/157/2016/
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latitude of the lightning. LEP and lightning are separated by

900–1700 km at lightning latitudes lower than 40◦ and by

less than 1200 km at lightning latitudes higher than 45◦. This

decrease is probably related to the tighter field-line conver-

gence at higher L-shells.

Furthermore, from time to time, bursts of energetic elec-

trons are observed on board DEMETER without correspond-

ing lightning activity over Europe. For example, on 6 April

2008, an enhanced precipitation flux period was observed

over France on board DEMETER with no lightning ac-

tivity detected by the ATDnet network (Fig. 7). No 0+

whistlers are observed at the time of this event, but instead

13 whistlers with a relatively long dispersion are observed

between 21:05:00 and 21:06:00 UT. The observation of well-

dispersed whistlers and no 0+ whistlers during this event,

and the lack of thunderstorm activity over Europe at this

time is consistent with lightning sources located in the South-

ern Hemisphere. Collier et al. (2006) have revealed this phe-

nomenon from a study of whistlers detected over eastern Eu-

rope generated by lightning over southern Africa (see also

Burgess and Inan, 1989, 1990, 1991). Regarding the light-

ning activities in the geographical conjugate area preced-

ing the electron precipitation period, SAWS data emphasize

a lightning activity offshore of southern Africa, with three

simultaneous discharges and then an individual one associ-

ated with intense whistlers at 21:05:20.268, 21:05:20.311,

21:05:20.359, and 21:05:27.279 UT. Among the whistlers

shown in Fig. 7, four are of particular interest as they do

not show a noticeable attenuation in intensity in the lower

part of the VLF frequency range corresponding to the Earth–

ionosphere cutoff. It means that these whistlers had al-

most no propagation in the Earth–ionosphere waveguide be-

fore reaching DEMETER. It is thus possible for these four

whistlers to indicate, with a reasonable precision, the loca-

tion of the lightning sources.

Let us first check that the characteristics of the selected

whistlers are compliant with ducted propagation along the

field line. To achieve this goal we take into account the gen-

eral form of Eckersley’s law: t =D(f )f−1/2 (Eckersley,

1935; Gurnett et al., 1990). For frequencies much smaller

than the nose frequency, one can show that the approxima-

tion D(f )=D0 = constant is valid. At the time of the ob-

servations, DEMETER was on L= 2.3 field line which cor-

responds to a nose frequency greater than 30 kHz (Lichten-

berger, 2009). Hereafter, we limit our study to the frequency

range [0; 10] kHz, and accordingly we use a simplified Eck-

ersley’s law t =D0f
−1/2. The values of the dispersion pa-

rameters D0 associated with the selected whistlers can be

determined from the shape of the VLF spectrograms pro-

vided by the ICE experiment on board DEMETER. The VLF

spectrogram of the whistler labeled (1) in Fig. 7 is presented

in Fig. 8. By selecting two frequencies – f1 (1 kHz) and f2

(10 kHz) – and measuring the time difference 1t12 (1.08 s),

the correspondingD0 parameter can be calculated. The com-

puted D0 is identical for the four whistlers considered and

equal to 50 s1/2. This value is fully compliant with the ex-

pected value for a L= 2.3 field line (Lichtenberger, 2009).

Consequently, the characteristics of the observed whistlers

are compatible with whistlers propagating along the mag-

netic field line and coming from the Southern Hemisphere.

Using International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF)

modeling of the Earth magnetic field, we found the mag-

netic conjugate latitudes of the four whistlers to be about

−37◦, while the latitude of the lightning observed close to

the Indian Ocean coast of South Africa is −33◦. Both the

dispersion parameter and the conjugate latitudes of the four

whistlers suggest that the lightning parents are from the

Southern Hemisphere. Considering, furthermore, the num-

ber of whistlers, it is most likely that the enhanced precipita-

tion flux measured during the spacecraft pass was triggered

by lightning activities in the conjugate hemisphere that have

been partially detected there by ground networks.

4 Discussion

Complementary measurements of energetic electrons and

VLF waves performed simultaneously on board DEMETER

allowed us to unambiguously determine the occurrence of

electron short bursts associated with whistlers. More rarely,

we were able to relate these events to lightning whose posi-

tion is given by ground-based networks. In about 60 cases,

the identification of the exact position of the lightning, not

only that of the storm cell, was possible based on relative

timings. The analysis of the database clearly shows that the

electron precipitation in the energy range of 90 to 200 keV is

located north of the parent lightning in a wide region with an

average difference in latitude reaching up to 7.7± 3.6◦. This

result is in good agreement with models of wave propaga-

tion and of their interaction with the electrons from the radi-

ation belt, either considering ducted or non-ducted whistlers

(Inan and Carpenter, 1986; Lauben, 1998; Lauben et al.,

1999). The 1 s time resolution of the energetic particle detec-

tor available on board DEMETER is not sufficient to allow

for a statistical study of the propagation of the precipitation

location as a function of the time elapsed since the initial

lightning.

5 Conclusion

A statistical study of lightning distribution associated with

spontaneous electron precipitation has been carried out. A to-

tal of 60 instantaneous clear lightning-induced electron pre-

cipitation have been detected by DEMETER during passes

over Europe. The study shows that lightning leads to electron

precipitation over a very large area located north of lightning

up to 1500 km. This area spreads over 1000 km on both sides

of the causative lightning. A clear correlation between the

lightning latitude and the lightning–satellite latitudinal dis-

tance has been highlighted and is in good agreement with

whistler-wave propagation models and their interactions with

www.ann-geophys.net/34/157/2016/ Ann. Geophys., 34, 157–164, 2016
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radiation belt electrons (Lauben et al., 2001). Furthermore,

ducted-whistler-generated electron precipitation detected by

DEMETER over France and associated with lightning activ-

ities in the conjugate hemisphere has been found. These re-

sults appear to confirm previous indirect studies using the

ionospheric perturbations measured by VLF transmitters and

receivers and caused by high-energy electron precipitation

associated with lightning.
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